PRODUCT INFORMATION

ANTI-STATIC PAPER AIR JOGGER
FOR DIGITAL PRINTERS

UJ-500AS

The UJ-500AS Paper Air Jogger maximizes prints jogging
efficiency for digitally printed documents before being used
into finishing equipment: collators, feeders, coaters, folders,
cutters and many more. The ionized air-assisted blowing
power helps eliminating static generated by upstream printing equipment and prevents machine downtime.
UJ-500AS Paper Jogger

 Neat Jogging Capability. The high-power air blowing system of the UJ
-500AS reliably jogs uneven paper stacks with rapid speed and prevents paper from becoming marked as air is blown in between the
sheets.
 Ideal Paper Handling: Prior to loading into a printer or collator, jogging the paper stacks with the UJ-500AS can noticeably improve paper
feed errors such as miss and double feed.
 Reduced Downtime Downstream: Static-free paper will dramatically
reduce machine downtime and will improve the overall workflow.
 Flexible Job Modes: Jogging strength and air volume are adjustable
according to paper quantity and quality. The UJ-500AS can operate in
various settings such as air only, jogger only, reset timer operation
and time interval difference mode (continuous jogging for a preset
period after the air has stopped).
 Rapid Ink Drying and Anti-Static Control: Wet ink can be rapidly
dried by the effects of the air, which is even more effective with duplex
printing. The unique ionized air blowing mechanism is also effective in
reducing post-printing problems such as static electricity and powder
rubbing off paper.
 Floor Standing design & Small Footprint For Easy Portability: the
UJ-500AS can be easily moved around the workshop. It can facilitate
paper handling in both the printing and the finishing department.

Straightforward and quick adjustment
knobs

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Paper Loading Capacity: Up to 480 sheets of 80 gsm
Paper Size:
Max 328 mm (W) x 457 mm (L) (SRA3)
Min 120 mm (W) x 146 mm (L)
Jogger Tray Thickness: 10 cm
Jogger System:
Continuous or timed via foot pedal
Air Moving Method: Ionised air blower
Power requirement: 230V, 50Hz, 500W
Dimension:
360 mm (W) x 460 mm (D) x 1040 mm (H)
Reference
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